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from entrenching natural gas infrastructure.1 SoCalGas 
has launched new strategies to lock gas in to California’s 
energy future. Natural gas infrastructure including pipe-
lines, storage facilities (like Aliso Canyon) and power plants 
last for decades. SoCalGas promotes biogas, RNG and 
other gas-friendly projects to prolong the investment and 
reliance on gas. 

SoCalGas Greenwashing Gas 
With Biogas and RNG
SoCalGas has aggressively promoted RNG to greenwash 

energy rivals like wind and solar. The gas industry wants to 

and sewage) into pipeline-grade RNG.2 Biogas and renew-
able natural gas are just cleaner-sounding names for the 
same old climate-destroying methane.

SoCalGas plans to sell RNG for natural gas vehicles, RNG 
buses, and residential and commercial buildings and to 
pump it through existing pipelines, further entrenching 
natural gas.3 SoCalGas asserts that RNG is “carbon neutral” 
or “carbon negative,” purportedly because it comes from 
organic sources that already absorbed CO2.

4 

Burning any methane releases CO2 and air pollutants, and 
gas pipelines and other infrastructure leak tremendous vol-
umes of methane that contribute to climate change, negat-
ing any alleged RNG savings.5 -
sive capitalizes on clean energy’s popularity and deceptively 
suggests that the gas company is taking climate action. 

False power-to-gas solution 
SoCalGas has partnered to develop power-to-gas technol-
ogy that uses clean, renewable energy to create natural 
gas.6 Power-to-gas would allegedly store surplus intermit-
tent wind and solar energy to convert water into hydrogen 
that can be combined with CO2 to create storable methane 
for power plants.7 This technology has only been imple-
mented in a limited number of pilot projects and dem-
onstration plants and faces technical hurdles to become 
economically viable.8 Pursuing this unproven technology to 
convert zero-emission renewables into climate-destroying 
gas is nonsensical when renewable power and battery stor-

9 

Southern California Gas (SoCalGas) is promoting so-called renewable natural gas (RNG) from 
biogas and attempting to make it appear climate-friendly and to convince people that the natural 

greenhouse gas methane. Burning RNG spews carbon dioxide (CO2

it indistinguishable from fracked gas. SoCalGas’ promotion of RNG will help prolong fossil fuel 

emissions. 

SoCalGas’ Rush to Greenwash Gas
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RNG buses are fossil-fueled polluters
SoCalGas also supports RNG-fueled vehicles.10 RNG-
powered buses seem like cleaner transportation but only 
reinforce the demand for gas infrastructure. Although gas-
powered buses may not belch as much particulate pollution 
as diesel buses, they still emit dangerous air pollutants and 
greenhouse gases.11 Gas buses have high lifecycle emissions 
for many toxic air pollutants and emit large volumes of 
carbon monoxide and smog-creating nitrous oxides (NOx).

12 

x 
than electric buses.13 

Subsidizing dirty energy 
Proponents claim RNG is energy that deserves the same 
level of government support as wind and solar power.14 
California already encourages expanding RNG through state 
renewable fuel standards, low-carbon fuel standards and 

15 In 2018, California enacted two 
bills backed by the industry group The Coalition for Renew-
able Natural Gas (SoCalGas is a leadership member) that 
would entrench gas infrastructure by allowing the California 
Public Utilities Commission to let gas utilities charge rate-
payers to connect biogas to pipelines and require utilities to 
purchase RNG. 16

The federal Renewable Fuel Standard and the California 
Low Carbon Fuel Standard programs extend additional 
biogas incentives. The federal and state programs let biogas 
operations sell renewable energy credits to dirtier utilities 
for the biogas they produce.17 These programs have incen-
tivized RNG production because selling renewable credits 
increases RNG’s value.18  

SoCalGas Pushing Dirty Biogas — 
A False Energy Solution
California policies that encourage developing RNG have pro-
moted pollution. Burning biogas releases greenhouse gases 
like CO2 and other pollutants including NOx, ammonia and 

19 These projects cost millions of dollars; 
some have received taxpayer subsidies, and other costs can 
be billed to utility ratepayers.20

Taxpayer-subsidized factory farm manure digesters pro-
duce neither clean nor safe energy because of methane 
combustion emissions, methane leaks, accidental manure 
spills and explosions.21 Most California factory-farmed dairy 

cows are in the Central Valley, a high-poverty region with 
the state’s highest rates of childhood asthma emergency 
room visits.22 -

23 

potential explosion hazard and threatening public health.24

Every dollar invested in natural gas or RNG infrastruc-
ture discourages investments in clean, renewable energy 
and perpetuates the demand for natural gas, pipelines 
and associated methane leaks.25 Once methane leaks are 
considered, the greenhouse gas footprint of natural gas is 
worse than for coal and oil because methane is such a pow-
erful greenhouse gas.26 

Aliso Canyon Methane Leak, 2015 
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Endnotes

SoCalGas Discouraging Electric 
Buildings and Appliances
SoCalGas actions and statements make it seem like RNG 
gas-powered buildings and appliances are superior to elec-
tric power, even as many are trying to reduce the carbon 

-
ances and equipment. A SoCalGas-commissioned report 

than switching to electric.27 But the study assumed that 
RNG has zero emissions (an unsupported claim) and alleged 
that a mix of RNG and conventional gas can reduce climate 

28

SoCalGas also promotes gas cooking as cheaper than elec-
tric and induction stoves. It claims that chefs prefer gas over 
electric cooking.29 However, electric induction cooktops are 

than electric or gas cooktops.30 And nearly two-thirds of 
U.S. households use electric stoves.31

equipment, biogas processing facilities and biogas pipeline 
network connections.32

SoCalGas’ Poor Environmental Record
SoCalGas has a shoddy public health and environmental 

for pipeline safety violations,33 and between 2015 and 2018 

violation penalties.34

The recent shift from coal to natural gas electricity genera-
tion has driven underground gas storage to record-high lev-
els.35 However, outdated storage facilities like Aliso Canyon 

and SoCalGas’ Playa del Rey gas storage facility were not 
originally designed for high-pressure gas storage.36 

In late 2015, SoCalGas reported a major gas leak at its Aliso 

the worst methane leak in U.S. history, which ultimately 
displaced 8,000 families.37 The leak released nearly 100,000 
tons of methane and spread to homes in the nearby Porter 
Ranch neighborhood and greater San Fernando Valley.38 
Residents reported headaches, nosebleeds, nausea and 
rashes.39

for the gas leak.40

Playa del Rey also has had numerous environmental lapses, 

odor emissions; allegations of contaminating drinking 
water; and a 2013 vent stack explosion that was visible for 
miles.41 The facility already regularly emits dangerous air 
pollutants that contribute to respiratory illnesses, as well as 
chemicals that are known carcinogens.42 A gas blowout at 
the Playa del Rey facility would threaten the nearby resi-
dential neighborhood and the Los Angeles International 
Airport, which is less than a mile away.

Transition to Clean Renewables
More investment in natural gas infrastructure prolongs our 
fossil fuel dependence, delays the shift to clean, renewable 
energy and forestalls any meaningful reductions in green-
house gas emissions.43

Tell Governor Newsom to stop expanding gas infrastructure 
and funding bogus RNG programs, and to support a swift 
transition to 100 percent clean, renewable energy today: 
fwwat.ch/SoCalGas
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